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The development of techniques on single nanoparticle measurements greatly promotes the fundamental research of single entities in nanoscale electrochemistry and applications in analysis, electrocatalysis, and biosensing.1–3 Among these techniques, ultramicroelectrodes (UMEs) provide a rapid and convenient stochastic collision strategy to characterize the nature of single nanoparticles, including electroactivity and size distribution.4–9 However, the detailed collision dynamics information obtained by traditional UMEs techniques is limited or can only be evaluated indirectly.10 As a result, the nanoparticles moving and simultaneously colliding on the surface of the electrode cannot be distinguished by potentiostats in a digital manner. Optical imaging techniques, such as fluorescence, surface plasmon resonance, and holographic microscopy, provide visualized approaches to describe the motion of single entities colliding with an electrode, enabling the dynamic study of individual electrochemical activity.11–13 But these optical techniques often require one or more extrinsic light sources, even high-power lasers, which disturb the electrochemical measurements by either inevitable optical background or local heat generation from the photothermal effect.

Electrochemiluminescence (ECL) is an electrochemically triggered luminescence signal involving electron transfer reactions occurring at an electrode vicinity.16,17 Bard et al. demonstrate that ECL can provide an optical readout to study collision events of single entities without the interference of current background.18–20 However, the non-imaging methods hardly attribute transient light signals to specific nanoparticles and it is difficult to attain the cyclic voltammogram of every nanoparticle. Recently, with benefits of the electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (EMCCD), ECL microscopy enables direct observation of individual immobilized entities with spatiotemporal resolution.21–23 Current ECL microscopy-based nanomaterials research focuses on the electrocatalytic amplification of bulk phase ECL luminophores on the surface of immobilized noble metal nanostructures, such as gold nanoparticles, gold nanowires, and gold–platinum Janus nanoparticles.24–26 Nevertheless, the background ECL emission from electrode substrates is still a significant issue that may disturb the electrochemical measurements. Moreover, the electrocatalytic reactions of metal materials are triggered only in the case of collision moment, so nanoparticles moving at an electrode vicinity and collision dynamics cannot be studied. Thus, developing a background-free ECL microscopy to image single nano-emitters at an electrode vicinity is critical for studying stochastic collision nanoelectrochemistry. However, techniques for mapping single ECL nano-emitters are still deficient up to now.

Here, we develop a single-nanoparticle ECL microscopy with co-localization of photoluminescence (PL) and scan electron microscopy (SEM) for directly observing the diversely collisional electrochemistry of nanoparticles. The well-known Ru(bpy)_3^2+}
doping silica nanoparticles (RuDSNs) are used here owing to its high ECL emission efficiency,\textsuperscript{27–29} though the ECL emission at single-nanoparticle level has not still been studied. We show the merits of the ECL microscopy for studying stochastic collision events and disclose how the nature of both the nanoparticle surface and electrode itself affects the dynamic collision behaviours. Moreover, based on continuous single-nanoparticle collisions, a unique “relay probe” concept is proposed to enable long-term observation and research. The developed ECL microscopy provides a zero background and visualization collision electrochemical technique at single-nanoparticle level.

Results and discussion

In order to observe single ECL nano-emitters, we develop a home-made upright microscope with a water-immersion objective (×60, NA = 1.1) for higher light collecting efficiency and optical resolution (Fig. 1a). The RuDSNs are synthesized by the reverse microemulsion method according to the previous report (details in ESI†).\textsuperscript{24} A three-electrode electrochemical cell with RuDSNs deposited on a specular glass carbon (GC) electrode is mounted under the objective with the electrolyte containing coreactant tri-n-propylamine (TPA). The potential is then cyclically scanned to excite ECL emission, which is collected by the objective to form ECL images (Fig. 1b). To accurately dissect the corresponding structures of these discrete ECL spots, we use SEM to characterize the detailed morphology of the same set of particles. The SEM co-localization images (Fig. 1c and S3†) provide direct evidence that the smallest ECL spots are from single nanoparticles (~62 nm). Due to the restrict of optical diffraction limit, the nanoparticles close to each other are indistinguishable in ECL images, and thus produce bigger and brighter spots.

The co-localization approach reveals that the morphology of each particle significantly affects its ECL intensity. For example, the ECL intensity shows a pseudo-linear increment with the aggregates from monomer to hexamer (Fig. 1d), but noticeable error bars suggest more specific physical and chemical states of both particles and electrode, which also determine the ECL intensity. Moreover, the co-localization between ECL images and PL images (Fig. S1 and S2†) suggests that with the increase of doping amount of Ru(bpy)\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{2+} in a set of particles, the ECL intensity increases proportionally (Fig. 1e). Notice that some outliers suggest the doping heterogeneity in 3D siloxane nanoparticles. Avoiding ensemble averaging, the spatially resolved ECL microscopy with PL and SEM co-localization techniques not only enables us to identify the important features in the ECL emission of individual nanoparticles with high throughput, but also reveals the subtle relationship among the particle shape, doping amount, and ECL intensity.

Fig. 2 shows several ECL snapshots of four immobilized RuDSNs during a cyclic voltammetry scan (Movie S1†). The ECL spots appear following the oxidation of TPA (Fig. S4†) and reach the maximum brightness at 0.87 V, corresponding to the “revisited” route involving both TPA cation radicals (TPA\textsuperscript{+}) and TPA free radicals (TPA\textsuperscript{−}).\textsuperscript{28} As the potential continues to scan beyond 0.87 V, the ECL intensities of the four nanoparticles start to decrease, although the oxidation current increases and then reaches a peak at 1.05 V. The contravention between the ECL emission intensity and the oxidation current is attributed
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to direct anodic oxidation of TPA$^\cdot$ at the electrode interface.\textsuperscript{31-32} It is noteworthy that we observe another weak ECL peak around 1.16 V, derived from the direct oxidation of the Ru(bpy)$_3^{2+}$ molecules inside the RuDSNs (Fig. S5$\dagger$).\textsuperscript{33} Thus, the electron tunnelling/hopping mechanism is experimentally confirmed at single-nanoparticle level. The ECL–potential curve of single nanoparticles can accurately reveal specific electrochemical reaction without the interference from the charge–discharge current, side reactions and water decomposition reaction, which are inevitable in traditional CV measurements by macroelectrodes. In addition, as illustrated in Fig. 2m, the ECL–potential curve shows a zero background signal from the blank electrode substrate during the entire ECL process, which demonstrates the high accuracy and sensitivity for imaging local electrochemical reactions by our ECL microscopy. Fig. S6$\dagger$ shows the ECL–potential curves of individual RuDSNs at different electrode surfaces. The obvious differences in both the ECL peak potential and the ECL intensity suggest the ECL reactions kinetics significantly depends on the electrode material and interfacial properties (details in ESI$\dagger$).

To gain more insights into the way how the particle size and the distance from electrode surface affect the ECL emission efficiency, we synthesize Ru(bpy)$_3^{2+}$-coating silica particles (RuCSPs) with three different sizes (details in ESI$\dagger$) in order to establish the theoretical model, because ECL reactions only occur on the particle surface. These three RuCSPs are imaged by the PL and ECL co-localization technique. TEM images (Fig. 3a–c) show that the three RuCSPs have well-defined spherical shapes with average diameters of 90 nm, 420 nm and 1.5 μm, respectively. The PL intensity (Fig. 3d–f) are proportional to the superficial areas of themselves, suggesting the same surface density of Ru(bpy)$_3^{2+}$ in different sized RuCSPs. Nevertheless, the increase rates of the ECL intensity are much lower relative to that of their superficial areas and PL intensity (Fig. 3g–i and m).

To understand the difference, the three-dimensional ECL patterns of each RuCSP are simulated by a previously reported method (details in ESI$\dagger$).\textsuperscript{34} The ECL patterns from the side-view show exponential decreasing brightness from the bottom toward the top (Fig. 3j–l). The decreasing ECL efficiency is mainly attributed to two factors. The first is the electron tunnelling/hopping and lateral charge propagation of Ru(bpy)$_3^{2+}$, which depend on the distance from the electrode surface. The other is decreasing concentration of chemically-unstable TPA$^+$ with diffusing from the electrode surface, which produce ECL emission by the “revisited” mechanism. Thus, the ECL efficiency highly depends on the distance from the electrode surface (Fig. 3n), leading to merely a tiny proportion of Ru(bpy)$_3^{2+}$ involved in ECL reactions. On the
other hand, distance-dependence of the ECL efficiency enables us to measure the distance from the position of mobile nanoparticles to the electrode surface, given that the ECL intensity shows high sensitivity and a linear relation within \(200 \text{ nm}\) from the electrode (inset in Fig. 3n). Fig. S7† shows the ECL emission of RuDSNs even on the upper surface of single HeLa cell, which serves as a “barrier” between the particles and the electrode. Thus, the ECL emission far from the electrode enables us to image mobile RuDSNs in the vicinity of electrodes and further study the collision dynamics (see below).

Single nanoparticle collisions are recorded on injecting RuDSNs into the electrolyte containing the coreactant TPA and the bare GC electrode (applied potential of 1.4 V). Initially, no ECL signal is observed on the electrode surface. But shortly afterwards, several discrete ECL spots appear successively in different regions, demonstrating direct visualization of collision electrochemistry. These discrete ECL signals fall into two major categories: “spike” and “staircase” (Fig. 4a and b), suggesting the elastic and sticking collision, respectively. Often-times nanoparticles find way back to the electrode after an elastic collision to generate continuous collision events (Fig. S8†). A bunch of collisions in a local region imply the random walk of single nanoparticles in the vicinity of electrode surface.\(^6,16\) Interestingly, during the collision process, the variation of the ECL intensity is accompanied by horizontal motions of the spot (Fig. 4c), indicating Brownian motion of single RuDSN in all direction. By fitting its diffraction-limited emission (Fig. S9†) and solving the intensity–distance equation in Fig. 3n, we disclose the three-dimensional spatial position of the RuDSN during the collision process (Fig. 4d and Movie S2†). So far, the temporal resolution of ECL microscopy is limited to the ECL intensity of single ECL nano-emitters. Therefore, the temporal resolution used in this work (0.2 s) is quite fast in the current research. Because of the rapid motion of the nanoparticle, the detailed motion trajectory and the instantaneous kinetic velocity of the RuDSN cannot be accurately calculated and described in this work. Nevertheless, every ECL spot represents the most probable position of the nanoparticle at that time, so the ECL microscopy provides the visualization of the spatial motion information during the collision.

**Fig. 3** TEM (a–c), PL (d–f), and ECL (g–i) images and side-view images of simulated ECL patterns (j–l) of single 90 nm, 420 nm, and 1.5 \(\mu\)m Ru(bpy)_3^{2+}-coating silica particles (RuCSPs), respectively. Scale bars (white), 1 \(\mu\)m. Exposure time of both ECL images and PL images are 1 s. (m) Ratios of three RuCSPs in terms of superficial area, PL intensity, ECL intensity and simulated ECL intensity (ECLS), which are normalized by 90 nm RuCSP. (n) The relationship between the normalized ECL intensity and the distance from the electrode surface. The blue dots and the red line represent the ECL intensity at different distances and the fitting curve, respectively. Inset shows a zoom-in view of the ECL intensity within 200 nm distance from electrode surface.
electrochemistry process. In the future, the temporal resolution of ECL microscopy can be improved by either developing novel ECL nano-emitters with higher emission efficiency or optimizing the microscope configurations, and the more detailed dynamic pictures of the collision process can be achieved.

The large view field (164 μm x 164 μm) enables us to observe multiple collision events simultaneously. For example, Fig. 4e and f and Movie S3† show no ECL signal on the electrode surface in the first 10.4 s. But in the following 1.2 s, three weak ECL spots appear in the blank and gradually brighten, suggesting three particles approaching the electrode surface. Finally, three spots reach the maximum brightness at the same time, indicating three simultaneous sticking collisions. Note that simultaneous collisions of multiple particles lead to an overlapped transient ECL or current signal with traditional UMEs techniques, which highlights the value of spatial resolution provided by the ECL microscopy in this work.

An interesting discovery is that RuDSNs tend to collide with greater intensity and frequency near the edge of the GC electrode than at the interior zone (Fig. S11†). This result demonstrates higher diffusive flux of both the RuDSNs and coreactant TPA to the edges favors the ECL intensity and collision frequency. The collision frequency \( f_p \) of the overall electrode surface can be estimated by the steady-state diffusion-limited model \( f_p = 4D^p c^p r^d \), where \( D^p \) is the diffusion coefficient of particles, \( c^p \) is the concentration of the RuDSNs, and \( r^d \) is the radius of the GC electrode.\(^{35} \) As shown in Fig. 5b, the calculated values are slightly less than the experimental values, which are obtained from the Fig. S11e† by the integrated method. The deviations are probably derived from the continuous collisions of some RuDSNs according to the random walk behaviour (Fig. S8†), which is ignored in the diffusion-limited theoretical model.

**Fig. 4** Single ECL spike (a) and staircase (b) signals during the collisions process. Insets, ECL snapshots of individual nanoparticles during a typical collision process. Constant potential: 1.4 V. Scale bars (white), 2 μm. Exposure time: 0.2 s. (c) ECL snapshots of individual nanoparticle during an elastic collision with Brownian motion. Scale bars (white), 1 μm. Exposure time: 0.2 s. (d) Three-dimensional collision trajectory of single nanoparticle in (c). (e) ECL snapshots of three RuDSNs colliding with the electrode simultaneously. Scale bars (white), 5 μm. Exposure time: 0.2 s. (f) ECL intensity vs. time curves of three RuDSNs in (e).
Statistics indicate that the collision events from different nanoparticles have similar ECL intensity (Fig. S12†). However, concerning single RuDSN, once it sticks to the electrode, its ECL intensity decays exponentially with the time elapse (half-life time = 29.5 ± 4.8 s) (Fig. 5d). The dissolution or passivation of RuDSNs seems to be impossible because of the inert electrochemical property of the silica matrix. Nevertheless, the obvious decline of the PL intensity of RuDSNs after the ECL reactions (Fig. S13†) suggests that the ECL decay is attributed to the depletion of the Ru(bpy)$_3^{2+}$ molecules inside nanoparticles during the ECL reactions. As a result, only single nanoparticle hardly serves as the nanoprobe for long life-time research. To address this problem, we use a strategy called "relay probe" to record the collisional ECL emission of different nanoparticles with time trajectory. As shown in Fig. 5c, once prior RuDSNs stick to the electrode and become deactivation, immediately following RuDSNs work instead. To demonstrate this concept, we employ a H$_2$S-responsive dye (CouMC) to quench the ECL emission of RuDSNs (Fig. S15†). In the presence of CouMC, the collisional ECL intensities from different particles are all very weak. But when successively adding H$_2$S into the solution, the intensities of freshly adherent RuDSNs quickly increase and reach plateaus (Fig. 5e and Movie S4†). The average collisional ECL intensity in each plateau is nearly proportional to the concentration of H$_2$S (Fig. S16†). Although every RuDSN sticking to electrode shows rapidly decay with the time elapse, the "relay probe" strategy successfully avoids the deficiency by statistically analyzing successive collision events. This strategy provides a collision-based sensing platform for long life-time research.

**Conclusions**

In summary, the ECL microscopy provides a visualization method to dynamically study the stochastic collision electrochemistry of single nano-emitters without the interference of current and optical background. Co-localization analyses among ECL, PL, and SEM images reveal that the ECL emission is closely related to morphologies, doping amounts, particle sizes, and distances from the electrode surface, which is further confirmed by the theoretical simulations. By using this technique, we successfully trace the three dimensional collision trajectory and spatially distinguish simultaneous collision events of multiple nanoparticles, which give access to kinetic study of nanoparticles with high-throughput. Furthermore, we disclose the single-nanoparticle collision behaviours, including...
collision types, frequencies, and collisional ECL intensities are significantly correlated with interfacial properties, particle concentrations, and diffusion fluxes. By recording large numbers of collision events with time elapse, we develop a "relay probe" method to enable long-term observation and research. As an electrochemically triggered luminescence imaging technique, the background-free and spatiotemporally resolved ECL microscopy displays great potential for applications in single-particle electrochemical and analytical research.

Experimental section

ECL with co-localization of PL microscopy set-up

As illustrated in Fig. S1,† the ECL imaging was performed on a homemade upright configuration microscope, which was established based on a weak light collecting microscope integrating the bright field, PL and ECL imaging. A water immersion objective (Olympus LUMFLN ×60, NA = 1.10) was used for collecting ECL emission. According to $R = 0.61/NA$ ($R$ is the optical resolution; $\lambda$ is the emission wavelength; NA is the numerical aperture of the objective), the optical resolution of the microscope is ~300 nm. An EMCCD camera (Photometrics, Evolve 512 Delta, 512 × 512 pixels) was used for bright field, PL and ECL imaging. A potentiostat (CHI 660D electrochemical workstation) was used to control the electrode potential with an Ag/AgCl (saturated KCl) and a Pt wire as the reference electrode and the counter electrode, respectively. The EMCCD was triggered and synchronized by the potentiostat, and the ECL signal from transient collisions was recorded by the EMCCD (exposure time: 0.2 s). All data processing was performed with Matlab and ImageJ software. The collisional ECL intensity meant the maximum ECL intensity of transient collision with time trajectory in all collision experiments. The distributions of statistic collision intensities, frequencies, and types were recorded in the center of CCD-view (100 μm × 100 μm).

Single-nanoparticle ECL imaging with co-localization of SEM

Prior to use, a dismountable GC electrodes (3 mm in diameter) was polished sequentially with 0.3 and 0.05 μm alumina slurry on an abrasive cloth, followed by ultrasonic cleaning with ethanol and ultrapure water thoroughly. Then the electrode was allowed to dry under a N₂ flow. For co-localization analysis with SEM, the GC electrode surface was scratched by a knife to form a special pattern. Then RuDSNs (62 nm) dispersed in ethanol solution was dropped (1 μL) on the pretreated GC electrode surface. After drying in air, a three-electrode electrochemical cell made by PDMS with GC electrode working electrode (an Ag/AgCl as reference electrode and a Pt wire as the counter electrode) was mounted on a high numerical aperture water immersion objective. Subsequently, 1 mL PBS (10×, pH = 7.0) buffer containing 100 mM TPA as the coreactant was added in the electrochemical cell. After covering the microscope with a light-tight box, the ECL signal was initiated and controlled by switching an electrode voltage, and then was collected by the objective and imaged on the EMCCD. Then, a N₂ flow was used to blow the electrolyte solution off the electrode surface, followed by the disassembly of the GC electrode head for SEM experiment.

Imaging stochastic collision nanoelectrochemistry

To perform the collision experiment, the bare GC electrode was mounted under the water immersion objective with an Ag/AgCl as reference electrode and a Pt wire as the counter electrode. In order to remove the aggregates of RuDSNs and obtain the monodisperse RuDSNs, the RuDSNs sample was filtered by 0.22 μm ultrafiltration membranes and then centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 5 min. The transparent supernatant containing monodisperse RuDSNs was collected for the following collision experiments. The electrolyte was 200 mM PBS buffer (pH = 7.0) containing 100 mM TPA. The EMCCD was triggered and synchronized by the potentiostat when a constant voltage (1.4 V) was imposed on the GC electrode. After the current reached stability, the RuDSNs was injected into the electrolyte, and then the ECL signal from transient collisions was recorded by the EMCCD. The proposed model involved a large amount of diffusion of the species, charge transfer reactions at the electrode surface, and chemical reactions at the particle surface and in homogeneous solution. The Butler–Volmer formalism was used to calculate the kinetics of the charge transfer reactions. The oxidation rates were very fast so that the oxidation processes were controlled by the species diffusion. Fick equations were used to describe the flux rates of species in the electrode vicinity.
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